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  Stealing from Wizards: Volume 1: Pickpocketing R. A. Consell,2019-10-29 Living in secret and stealing to eat is a hard life, but it's all Kuro has ever
known. Fear and necessity forged him into the finest young thief in the wizard kingdoms. Nobody can hide forever, though, and a run of poor luck lands Kuro
in a place where his quick hands and quiet feet count for nothing: Avalon Academy, school of magic.Out of his depth and unable to escape, can Kuro find a
place among the other misfits at the school, or will his past return to ruin the one chance he has to leave his life in the shadows?
  The Sprout Book Doug Evans,2020-04-07 A National Bestseller, The Sprout Book is the book on the power of sprouts as an ultra-food for health, weight loss,
and optimum nutrition. Written by Doug Evans, a pioneer in the plant-based health movement for over 20 years, and with a foreword by Joel Fuhrman, M.D.,
The Sprout Book empowers readers to embark on a plant-based way of eating that’s low-cost and accessible. The book shows us how easy it is to boost the
nutrition of any snack, smoothie, or meal with sprouts. Among the mind-blowing qualities of sprouts: ― they have 20–30 times the phytonutrients of other
vegetables and 100 times those of meat ― they pack cancer-fighting properties and help to protect us from cardiovascular disease and environmental pollutants
― they aid in digestion ― they are a simple way to grow your own vegetables and are compatible with all diets ― they are incredible for regulating insulin
levels The forty recipes inside feature sprouts on top of raw vegetables, fruits, nuts, seeds, spices, sea vegetables, and top-quality cold-pressed vegetable oils for
the healthiest diet possible. The Sprout Book includes informative interviews with leaders in functional medicine and nutrition including Dr. Dean Ornish, Dr.
Josh Axe, Dr. Mark Hyman, Dr. Joel Kahn and more. Use this book to change your diet and super-charge your health with one of the most nutrient-dense,
sustainable foods on earth!
  A Very Bad Wizard Tamler Sommers,2016-05-26 In the first edition of A Very Bad Wizard: Morality Behind the Curtain – Nine Conversations,
philosopher Tamler Sommers talked with an interdisciplinary group of the world’s leading researchers—from the fields of social psychology, moral philosophy,
cognitive science, and primatology—all working on the same issue: the origins and workings of morality. Together, these nine interviews pulled back some of
the curtain, not only on our moral lives but—through Sommers’ probing, entertaining, and well informed questions—on the way morality traditionally has
been studied. This Second Edition increases the subject matter, adding eight additional interviews and offering features that will make A Very Bad Wizard
more useful in undergraduate classrooms. These features include structuring all chapters around sections and themes familiar in a course in ethics or moral
psychology; providing follow-up podcasts for some of the interviews, which will delve into certain issues from the conversations in a more informal manner;
including an expanded and annotated reading list with relevant primary sources at the end of each interview; presenting instructor and student resources
online in a companion website. The resulting new publication promises to synthesize and make accessible the latest interdisciplinary research to offer a brand
new way to teach philosophical ethics and moral psychology.
  Podcasting Bible Mitch Ratcliffe,Steve Mack,2008-02-11 This is the book that you'll want to read about podcasting--the technology that everyday people, in
addition to the big-name radio networks, are using to broadcast to the world. -- Robert Scoble, Vice President Media Development, Podtech.net Create and
market successful podcasts from your desktop, for your company, or in the studio Podcasting is a blazing hot new medium, but to create effective audio and
video for the Internet, you need a thorough grounding in the tools and techniques that make it possible. You'll find it all--including business planning
worksheets and tips--in this comprehensive guide from two industry experts. Each of the book's seven sections focuses on key elements in a logical sequence,
so you can find what you need, when you need it--from an in-depth look at the basics, to high-level recording techniques, to creating a revenue-producing
business. * Produce and upload your first podcast with a Quick Start tutorial * Learn how to turn your podcast into a viable business * Master the equipment--
microphones, cameras, editing software, and more * Produce your audio and video podcasts to a broadcast standard * Decipher Really Simple Syndication (RSS)
and other podcasting techniques * Crop, resize, color correct, or insert virtual backgrounds * Integrate your podcast into your blog or Web site
  The Wizard and the Prophet Charles Mann,2019-04-16 From the best-selling, award-winning author of 1491 and 1493--an incisive portrait of the two little-
known twentieth-century scientists, Norman Borlaug and William Vogt, whose diametrically opposed views shaped our ideas about the environment, laying
the groundwork for how people in the twenty-first century will choose to live in tomorrow's world. In forty years, Earth's population will reach ten billion.
Can our world support that? What kind of world will it be? Those answering these questions generally fall into two deeply divided groups--Wizards and
Prophets, as Charles Mann calls them in this balanced, authoritative, nonpolemical new book. The Prophets, he explains, follow William Vogt, a founding
environmentalist who believed that in using more than our planet has to give, our prosperity will lead us to ruin. Cut back! was his mantra. Otherwise
everyone will lose! The Wizards are the heirs of Norman Borlaug, whose research, in effect, wrangled the world in service to our species to produce modern
high-yield crops that then saved millions from starvation. Innovate! was Borlaug's cry. Only in that way can everyone win! Mann delves into these diverging
viewpoints to assess the four great challenges humanity faces--food, water, energy, climate change--grounding each in historical context and weighing the
options for the future. With our civilization on the line, the author's insightful analysis is an essential addition to the urgent conversation about how our
children will fare on an increasingly crowded Earth.
  Secrets of Podcasting Bart Farkas,2006 Previous ed.: 2005. Includes index.
  This Was Hollywood Carla Valderrama,2020-11-17 In this one-of-a-kind Hollywood history, the creator of Instagram's celebrated @ThisWasHollywood
reveals the forgotten past of the film world in a dazzling visual package modeled on the classic fan magazines of yesteryear. From former screen legends who
have faded into obscurity to new revelations about the biggest movie stars, Valderrama unearths the most fascinating little-known tales from the birth of
Hollywood through its Golden Age. The shocking fate of the world's first movie star. Clark Gable's secret love child. The film that nearly ended Paul
Newman's career. A former child star who, at ninety-three, reveals her #metoo story for the first time. Valderrama unfolds these stories, and many more, in a
volume that is by turns riveting, maddening, hilarious, and shocking. Drawing on new interviews, archival research, and an exhaustive library of photographs,
This Was Hollywood is a compelling and visually stunning catalogue of the lost history of the movies.
  The Complete Darkness, Volume 2 Marc Silvestri,David Wohl,Scott Lobdell,Paul Jenkins,2021-11-23 Jackie Estacado puts his house in order and assumes
control of his life with the Darkness. Jackie's family life in the Franchettis is thrown into upheaval when his uncle Cristo and Cousin Nicoletta return and
bring old feuds with them. Then he discovers he has a twin sister he never knew right before the Angelus and Sonatine return for a climactic showdown.
Family feuds, a mysterious town called Wyrmwood, and being hunted by Ripclaw. All this and more, gorgeously rendered and assembled in this second
volume of absolute collected editions. Collects DARKNESS #19-40, WITCHBLADE #36, WITCHBLADE/DARKNESS 9;, WITCHBLADE/DARKNESS #1,
DARKNESS/WITCHBLADE #1, DARKNESS 9; story 2
  The Ultimate Guide to the Harry Potter Fandom Erin Anne Pyne,2010
  I Should Be Writing Mur Lafferty,2017-08-22 Writing talent isn't some superpower handed down from on high. It's a skill that requires hard work,
practice, and focus in order to grow. Join author and podcaster Mur Lafferty as she outlines the steps necessary to become a better writer, including staying
healthy, choosing writing materials that best suit you, and following your inner muse while ignoring your inner bully. She then provides you with engaging
writing excercises that will help you practice your writing skills.--Publisher.
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  Unknown Market Wizards Jack D. Schwager,2020-11-03 The Market Wizards are back! Unknown Market Wizards continues in the three-decade tradition
of the hugely popular Market Wizards series, interviewing exceptionally successful traders to learn how they achieved their extraordinary performance
results. The twist in Unknown Market Wizards is that the featured traders are individuals trading their own accounts. They are unknown to the investment
world. Despite their anonymity, these traders have achieved performance records that rival, if not surpass, the best professional managers. Some of the stories
include: - A trader who turned an initial account of $2,500 into $50 million. - A trader who achieved an average annual return of 337% over a 13-year period. -
A trader who made tens of millions using a unique approach that employed neither fundamental nor technical analysis. - A former advertising executive who
used classical chart analysis to achieve a 58% average annual return over a 27-year trading span. - A promising junior tennis player in the UK who abandoned
his quest for a professional sporting career for trading and generated a nine-year track record with an average annual return just under 300%. World-renowned
author and trading expert Jack D. Schwager is our guide. His trademark knowledgeable and sensitive interview style encourages the Wizards to reveal the
fascinating details of their training, experience, tactics, strategies, and their best and worst trades. There are dashes of humour and revelations about the human
side of trading throughout. The result is an engrossing new collection of trading wisdom, brimming with insights that can help all traders improve their
outcomes.
  Profit from Your Podcast Dave Jackson,2020-09-29 Methods and Advice for Making the Most of Your Podcast—Pricing, Sponsors, Crowdfunding, and More
Pick up any book on podcast monetization, and you will find 90 percent of it only covers how to launch a podcast. If you already have a podcast, you have that
information; you’re ready for the next step. Profit from Your Podcast provides top strategies and real-life examples of podcast monetization. This book is more
than what to do. It also tells you how to do it. Chapters cover such topics as: How to Grow Your Audience How to Set Your Pricing Understanding Advertising
Jargon How to Find Sponsors Best Strategies for Making Money as an Affiliate Master Strategies for Crowdfunding Harnessing the Power of Webinars and
Events The Top Tools to Make Your Job Easy Built on the author’s fifteen years of experience in podcasting, this action-packed guide will benefit new and
veteran podcasters. Get clear on who your audience is and what they want, deliver value, and build an engaged audience that wants to give you money.
Leverage your relationships and the integrity you have built through your podcast to create multiple streams of income. Profit from Your Podcast gives you
the tools to do it all.
  Podcasting For Dummies Tee Morris,Chuck Tomasi,2020-11-10 Add your voice to the podcasting revolution! The world is tuning into podcasts in larger
and larger numbers. When you’re ready to add your own voice to the mix, this book will help you find your niche. Featuring top tech information,
production insight, and promotional tips, this best-selling podcasting reference shares the latest on podcasting trends and new audience demographics. Written
by a pair of podcasting pioneers, Podcasting For Dummies will help you refine your podcast idea, identify your audience, and get the scoop on how to record,
edit, and share your work. You’ll also learn how to apply the methods top podcasters monetize and market their work. Record your voice and conduct high-
quality interviews for your new or existing podcast Edit, upload, and share podcast episodes online—and find people who will listen Learn how to make
money as a podcaster or live streamer Discover interesting and original podcasts to inspire your own work Podcasting for Dummies is your friendly tutor in
the art of audio content creation. So start talking!
  The Lifestyle Investor: The 10 Commandments of Cash Flow Investing for Passive Income and Financial Freedom Justin Donald,2022-02-10 We all want
to make more money, that too with minimum effort and without too much hassle. Ever wondered what life would be like if we had a simple, proven system
to create cash flow and generate real wealth with little risk or complexity? This book helps you: • Manage your finances better, by directing you to a well-
structured plan • Reduce investment-related risks • Create a sturdy cash flow • Streamline passive cash flow to multiply your wealth Get set to live life on
your own terms, and fulfil all that you aimed to achieve. Warren Buffett of Lifestyle Investing. – Entrepreneur Magazine
  The Unbinding Walter Kirn,2007-01-23 Before AidSat I had no self, no soul. I was a billing address. A credit score. I had a TV, a computer, a phone, a car,
an apartment, some furniture, and a health-club locker. Then AidSat hired me and gave me a life. And not just one life. Hundreds of them, thousands. Kent
Selkirk is an operator at AidSat, an omni-present subscriber service ready to answer, solve, and assist with the client’s every problem. Through the AidSat
network Kent has a wealth of information at his fingertips–information he can use to monitor subscribers’ vital signs, information he can use to track their
locations, information he can use to insinuate himself into their very lives.
  Wizards Brian Fairbanks,2022-10-15 A corrupt old Democrat. A surging Republican populist. The Democrat, hounded by corruption allegations; the
Republican, dogged by business failures and ties to white supremacists. The Republican turned out thousands of screaming supporters for speeches blaming
illegal immigrants and crime on the Democrats, and the Democrat plummeted in the polls. Sound familiar? The '91 Louisiana Governor's race was supposed to
be forgettable. But when former KKK Grand Wizard David Duke shocked the nation by ousting incumbent Republican Governor Buddy Roemer in the
primary, the world took notice. Democrat Edwin Edwards, a former three-term governor and two-time corruption defendant, was left alone to face Duke in
the general election—and he was going to lose. Then a little-known state committeewoman stepped in with evidence of Duke's nefarious past. Could her
evidence be enough to sway the minds of fired-up voters, or would Louisiana welcome a far-right radical into the highest office in the state? Journalist Brian
Fairbanks explores how the final showdown between Duke and Edwards in November 1991 led to a major shift in our national politics, as well as the rise of
the radical right and white supremacist groups, and how history repeated itself in the 2016 presidential election. The story of these political wizards, almost
forgotten by history, remains eerily prescient and disturbingly relevant, and a compulsive page-turner.
  Stock Market Wizards Jack D. Schwager,2001 This decade has witnessed the most dynamic bull market in US stock history, a collapse in commodity prices,
and dramatic failures in some of the world′s leading hedge funds. How have some traders managed to significantly outperform a stock market that,until
recently, moved virtually straight up? This book will feature interviews with those traders who achieved phenomenal success, from an Ohio farmer who has
constantly made triple-digit returns, to a Turkish �migr� who transformed a $16000 account into $6 million, to spectacularly successful professional hedge-
fund managers such as Michael Lancer of the Lancer Group and Michael Masters of Capital Management. Today, the action is on the stock market. This book
will be a must-have for that sector, as well as for the legions of individuals who eagerly bought Market Wizards.
  Podcast Solutions Michael W. Geoghegan,Dan Klass,2008-03-15 A much-needed work focusing on one of the e-community’s hottest topics, this is the second
edition of a book that covers both video and audio podcasts, as well as updated software and resources. This edition is much improved and updated to cover the
latest gear that readers and podcasters want to learn about. Critically, the book also shows how to create video as well as audio podcasts. It provides all the reader
needs to know to get heard and now seen online, regardless of his or her level of experience and technical knowledge.
  Podcasting Made Easy Steve Hart,2017 If you want to know all there is to start podcasting for fun and profit then Podcasting Made Easy will answer all
your questions. Seasoned podcaster Steve Hart takes you through the whole process of recording shows and preparing them for distribution via top podcast
streaming services.
  Shapers of Worlds Volume II Kelley Armstrong,Marie Brennan,Garth Nix,Candas Jane Dorsey,Jeremy Szal,Jeffrey A. Carver,Bryan Thomas
Schmidt,David D. Levine,Lisa Foiles,Susan Forest,Matthew Hughes,Heli Kennedy,Helen Dale,Adria Laycraft,Edward Savio,Lisa Kessler,Ira Nayman,Carrie
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Vaughn,Nancy Kress,James Alan Gardner,Tim Pratt,Barbara Hambly,S.M. Stirling,2021-11-02 Explore twenty-four imaginative tales crafted by some of today’s
best writers of science fiction and fantasy, all guests on the Aurora Award-winning podcast The Worldshapers during its second year, and including several
international bestsellers and winners of every major award in the field, as well as newer authors just beginning what promise to be stellar careers. A woman
seeking the power to see the evil hiding within others regrets receiving it. Letters written by a wizard in the past threaten a queen’s reign in the present.
Competing for Earth, a human wrestler faces an alien shapeshifter in an interstellar tournament. A guide in Tibet must weigh the good of his people when
asked to lead a westerner to the fabled realm of Shangri. An activist imprisoned for illegal genetic modification works with the materials at hand and the
threads of the multiverse to make the world—a world, at least—a better place. A demonic agent sent to help a human turns the tables on his summoner. Like
the “cabinets of curiosities” created by collectors of the sixteenth century, Shapers of Worlds Volume II displays a varied array of thought-provoking delights:
tales of humour and sorrow, darkness and light, and hope and despair that are full of adventure, full of life, and sometimes full of regret. There are stories set in
alternate histories, in possible futures, near and far, and in the here-and-now, taking place on Earth, on distant planets, or in fantastic realms. All arise from the
innate need of human beings to create, to imagine . . . to shape worlds. Praise for Shapers of Worlds Volume I: “One of the most wide-ranging volumes I’ve
encountered in terms of sub-genre. It’s rather like a speculative fiction buffet, offering steampunk, fantasy, military fiction, magic, space opera, post-apocalyptic,
hard science fiction, and others . . . Inventive and varied, the collection has a lot to offer for those seeking an interesting, entertaining, and thought-provoking
read.” – Lisa Timpf, The Future Fire
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